
Impressive Appearance, Superior Performance



The� Great
AmericanBrandTHE GREAT AMERICAN HOME

VERSATILITY 
AND STYLE

Sequoia Select solid vinyl soffit installs

beautifully as vertical siding to add 

dimension and visual excitement to the

architecture of your home.  The crisp, clean

lines and superb construction will elegantly

enhance entryways, gables and other accent

areas with a strong and durable finish. 

12" T-4 Solid 12" T-4 Vented

SEQUOIA SELECT®

HIDDEN VENT SOFFIT

Industry-leading technology and

innovation.  Craftsmanship

unrivaled in quality 

and performance.

Outstanding 

products.

Impeccable service.  

The confidence and trust of

every customer, every day.

For more than 40 years, Gentek

Building Products, Inc. has 

manufactured siding and accessories

in beautiful styles and exquisite 

colors.  With durable finishes that are

easy to maintain.  Backed by warranties

that deliver lasting protection and 

excellent value.  Giving you the expertise

and personal touch—that make us truly 

a part of your home. 

HIGHER
EXPECTATIONS...
EXTRAORDINARY
RESULTS



A MARRIAGE OF ELEGANCE
AND STRENGTH
A new generation of soffit has emerged—boasting a wider

panel, beefier construction, richer appearance and greater 

ventilation.  Sequoia Select Hidden Vent vinyl soffit lets you

achieve a striking finish for your home while ensuring ample

air circulation to the roof structure. Beautiful and practical, this

masterfully crafted soffit system delivers 10 square inches of

ventilation per linear foot, helping to keep your home in great

shape both inside and out.

PERFORMANCE BY DESIGN
Extra-wide 12" profile with hidden dual vent slots achieves optimum coverage and ventilation.

Maximized ventilation—10 square inches of ventilation per linear foot promotes necessary air circulation.

Up to 100% more ventilation than most other hidden vent soffits.

Premium .044" panel thickness ensures long-lasting beauty and durability.

Luxurious finish with matte texture complements a variety of exteriors.

Lifetime limited warranty for added peace of mind.

EASY UPKEEP
Sequoia Select Hidden Vent vinyl soffit is solid color throughout, so it won’t chip, flake and blister like painted surfaces.

And unlike wood, it won’t rot or warp due to moisture.  There’s no need for time-consuming upkeep or painting.  Your 

soffit will keep its fresh-looking appearance season after season.

INVESTING IN YOUR HOME
Your home is a source of pleasure and pride, as well as a valuable investment.  Sequoia Select Hidden Vent will protect the

trim areas of your home and heighten its curb appeal as well.  And in today’s resale market, a beautiful, low-maintenance

exterior can greatly enhance the value of your home.

BE INSPIRED
Something happens when beautiful colors, inviting texture and personal

chemistry mix.  A home develops character, a sense of style that reflects the

conversations at the breakfast table, the together time at the end of the day 

or the spirited hours in between.  From warm and classic to casual and 

contemporary—your home is all about you. 

Choose from our TrimEssentials by Gentek®

collection of beautifully crafted window and door
surrounds, fluted lineals, corner posts and other
decorative accents—as well as shakes and 
scallops—to give your home personality and style.

SAGE

MIST BLUE

DOVER GRAY

PEARL

SANDALWOOD

WICKER

PEBBLE

CANYON CLAY

ANTIQUE IVORY

MAIZE

ALMOND

SANDSTONE

LINEN

SNOW WHITE

Featuring eye-catching colors 
with deeper hues, Sequoia Select solid vinyl soffit with Luran® S ASA 

fade-defying technology from BASF carries a lifetime limited warranty against fading.

Now more than ever before, rooflines, gables and trim areas command extra

attention when adding visual interest and dimension to the architecture of a

home.  At the same time, these important areas require proper ventilation to 

promote airflow and help remove moisture from the eaves and rafters.
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Luran is a registered trademark of BASF AG.
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A WORD ABOUT QUALITY
Gentek delivers the confidence and value only a true leader can provide.  We

proudly stand behind our products with the full faith of our more than 40 years 

of manufacturing expertise and some of the strongest warranties in the industry.

Our voluntary participation in rigorous quality certifications and independent 

testing are further assurance you have made an excellent selection for your home.

A LIFETIME OF PROTECTION
Sequoia Select Hidden Vent vinyl soffit is backed by a lifetime limited, non-prorated, transferable 

warranty including lifetime fade and 50 year hail protection.

For complete warranty information, including limitations, ask your dealer for a copy of

the Sequoia Select Hidden Vent vinyl soffit warranty.

INDEPENDENTLY TESTED AND CERTIFIED
As tested in an independent program sponsored by the Vinyl Siding Institute, Sequoia Select vinyl 

soffit has earned ASTM D3679 certification, the industry’s highest standard for quality.  The safety 

performance of the soffit is also regularly tested by Underwriters Laboratories (UL).

All Gentek soffit is manufactured at plants that have
earned ISO 9001:2000 certification for meeting or
exceeding quality management standards recognized
by more than 140 countries.

This achievement translates into better consistency
and higher quality products while also increasing 
overall cost efficiency.

Pertains to Sequoia Select
soffit used as vertical siding.


